
accelerate ordinary income this year not next
defer deductions to next year which may be more valuable 
consider making ROTH IRA and ROTH 401k contributions and conversions
consider lifetime gifting since the tax exemption be cut substantially[5]
consider contributions to a nonqualified deferred compensation (NQDC) plan if you can, especially next year
establishing a tax exempt charitable remainder trust with appreciated securities
boost contributions to your 401k account if your plans allows[6]

September Living Up To Its Reputation So Far
George Gumbiner

Update-
The markets, both equity and debt, are under pressure so far this month. We see lower valuations as a positive for longer-
term investing. For the first two weeks plus of the month, the S&P 500 eased off 2.7% and with bond weakness the Dow
Jones Utility Average has dropped 3.3% - a rare development with weakness by both equities and equity sensitive to
debt. As of last Friday, the U.S. 10 year Treasury rate yield rose as high as 1.38%.[1]
The concerns include a COVID surge in fatalities of more than 2000 daily, the most since March 15.[2] Federal Reserve
taper talk to be reported by Wednesday. Currently, the Fed has been buying $80 billion of Treasury's and $40 billion of
mortgage-backed securities each month since last June[3]; the growing debt problems in China are coming to light; and
of course, expensive markets lead to increased volatility, especially for traders. 
The outlook-
With U.S. total debt of $86.14 trillion and counting several types of tax increases are anticipated to hit U.S. citizens  for
2022.[4] The time to prepare for that eventuality is now. A few thoughts:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

If you have questions, give Stephanie a call. 
[1] Wall Street Journal Stocks Slip for the Week 9/18/21
[2] www.marketwatch.com EveryGrande isnt the Only Reason Stock Markets is Headed Down 9/20/21
[3]ibid.
[4] usdebtclock.org 9/20/21
[5] Wall Street Journal Your Tax To-Do List p.B32 9/18/21
[6] Investor Business Daily Saavy Defensive Stuff p.A16 9/20/21

 
 

"By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail."
-Benjamin Franklin
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